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Some info about me

Senior Geography teacher - HSC stuff

GTA - PD and syllabus

PhD in Geography 

- thesis on Mapping Landscapes

- an undergrad focus 

on geomorphology



In this presentation ...

1. That intro on a geomorphic approach

2. The syllabus and the geomorphic approach

3. Understanding Landscapes and Landforms

4. A little on learning activities
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Language



“Topography is an important concern because it is a base layer on which 

biophysical and human processes occur (Brierley and Fryirs, 1997; Pike, 1995a).”

“Landscape topography is important because it is a template on which other 

landscape processes occur.”



Landscape topography?

OR

landscape broadly understood?

What does the syllabus encourage?





“Students explore landscapes and landforms using examples from Australia and 

throughout the world. 

They explain processes that create landscapes and shape individual landforms 

and they describe the value of landscapes and landforms to different people.”

Valuing



Stay true to the focus



“Students examine issues of landscape degradation and ways to manage and 

protect landscapes and landforms.”

Degradation, management, hazard - surely now?

“Students also investigate a natural hazard associated with landscapes and 

people’s responses to that hazard.”



Examples



Final part of syllabus



National Curriculum

‘Landforms and Landscapes’ focuses on investigating ... 

geomorphology
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ShapeRelative location
Extra Geomorphic

Process











The plateau is a high-altitude steppe 

interspersed with mountain ranges and large brackish lakes

The plateau is a high-altitude steppe 

interspersed with mountain ranges and large brackish lakes









What are landscapes?



Landforms







Landforms









Degradation

Definition - the reduction in capability of an area 

Landforms, might be due to:

● erosion (hillslope, gully, river, coastal, wind), 

● dams (weirs, irrigation channels), 

● urbanisation / development - e.g. roads, roofs, channels

the result is geomorphic processes are altered



erosion (hillslope, gully)



erosion (river, coastal, wind)



dams (weirs, irrigation channels)



urbanisation / development - e.g. roads, roofs



urbanisation / development - e.g. channels





Some Student Activity Ideas

i. Photos of landscapes and landforms, identifying them

ii. Diagrams - Match It activities

iii. World Heritage sites, what landscapes/landforms, why valued, link to

aesthetics, or spiritual

iv. Google My Maps pinned images and descriptions

v. Topographic mapping and contours; skills incl. slope, aspect, relief

vi. Charades natural hazard edition



Student Assessment

Hazards are a good option (newspaper article, documentary, etc.)

but not the only one

E.g. The Amazing Race UNESCO edition

TV script with visuals

Challenge themes based on location





UNESCO World Heritage









Landslide

Rockfall

Slope failure

Solifluction

Mudflow

Sinkhole

Eruption

Lahar

Subsidence

Earthquake

Tsunami

Flood

Avalanche

Coastal erosion

East-coast low

King tide

Storm surge

Soil liquefaction

River erosion

Meander

Destruction

Disaster

Devastation

Catastrophe

Magnitude

Fault

Crater

Phenomenon

Emergency

Reponse

Rescue

Prevention

Prediction

Evacuation
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Any Qs / Comments?


